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Abstract—Coded computation is a framework for providing
redundancy in distributed computing systems to make them
robust to slower nodes, or stragglers. In a recent work of Lee
et al., the authors propose a coded computation scheme for
distributedly computing A × x in the presence of stragglers.
The proposed algorithm ﬁrst encodes the data matrix A to
obtain an encoded matrix F . It then computes F × x using
distributed processors, waits for some subset of the processors
to ﬁnish their computations, and decodes A × x from the partial
computation results. In another recent work, Dutta et al. explore
a new tradeoff between the sparsity of the encoded matrix F
and the number of processors to wait to compute A × x. They
show that one can introduce a large number of zeros into F
to reduce the computational overheads while maintaining the
number of processors to wait relatively low. Hence, one can
potentially further speed up the distributed computation. In
this work, motivated by this observation, we study the sparsity
of the encoded matrix for coded computation. Our goal is to
characterize the fundamental limits on the sparsity level. We
ﬁrst show that the Short-Dot scheme is optimal if an Maximum
Distance Separable (MDS) matrix is ﬁxed. Further, by also
designing this MDS matrix, we propose a new encoding scheme
that can achieve a strictly larger sparsity than the existing
schemes. We also provide an information-theoretic upper bound
on the sparsity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Efﬁcient parallel and distributed algorithms play a key role
in fueling large-scale applications in a wide variety of domains
such as machine learning and big data analysis. One critical
challenge in developing efﬁcient distributed algorithms is the
straggler problem since the classical approaches [1], [2] are
extremely vulnerable to stragglers. This is because all the
computation results have to be collected by the master node
(or the fusion processor), and hence one needs to wait until
the “slowest” node ﬁnishes its task.
Several approaches have been proposed to mitigate the
straggler effect in a distributed computing system. One prominent approach is based on online detection of the stragglers
using various kinds of probing mechanisms. When some
stragglers are detected, one may redistribute the jobs assigned
to the identiﬁed stragglers to the other nodes or new nodes,
if available. This kind of reactive policies are widely adopted
in many practical systems such as Hadoop [3]. While this
conservative approach can effectively react to the stragglers
at a low resource overhead, sometimes it is not feasible at all
to implement such frequent probing mechanisms. Moreover,
the size of distributed tasks can be so small that such reactive
policies are not effective.
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Fig. 1: The key idea of the MDS computation scheme [6]

Another interesting class of approaches is based on task
replication [4], [5]. The key idea is very simple: one can allot
the same task to multiple workers and collect the output of
the fastest workers. These approaches can be easily deployed
to the existing systems since they do require minimal modiﬁcations. Further, these proactive strategies can easily react
to the stragglers at any time scale, though at relatively high
resource overheads.
Recently, a new technique based on coding-theoretic ideas,
called coded computation, has been proposed to speed up
the distributed computation in the presence of stragglers [6].
Coded computation is a systematic framework of designing
redundancy in distributed computation tasks using efﬁcient
codes. In a nutshell, a coded computation scheme encodes the
computation tasks across distributed processors and decodes
the desired computation result from the task results from some
subset of the processors. The authors of [6] consider the linear
computation task, i.e., a matrix-vector multiplication A x, and
show that a coded computation scheme based on Maximum
Distance Separable (MDS) codes [7] can achieve an orderwise improvement in terms of expected computational time
over the other existing schemes that do not employ codingtheoretic ideas.
The key idea of the basic coded computation scheme is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Given the original data matrix A, the
scheme ﬁrst generates an encoded data matrix F , and then
distributedly computes F  x. Note that by applying an (p, m)MDS code to the m columns of the matrix A, the scheme can
generate p coded columns. It is clear that the fusion processor
is able to decode A x as soon as m different computation
results are collected.
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A. Related Works on Coded Computation

Fig. 2: The key idea of Short-Dot [8]

In [8], the authors show that there exists an interesting
tradeoff between how sparse the coded matrix F can be and
how ﬂexible the computation scheme can be. Introducing a
new design parameter k, m ≤ k ≤ p, which denotes the
number of computation results required to decode the original
computation task, the authors study the tradeoff between the
number of nonzero elements in F and the ﬂexibility parameter
k. The authors propose a new coded computation scheme
called Short-Dot, illustrated in Fig. 2. The key idea is to
append k − m dummy columns to A before applying the
MDS code. By doing so, their scheme can reduce the size of
distributed tasks at the cost of increased ﬂexibility compared
to the basic coded computation scheme. They also show that
by appropriately choosing the size of tasks and the ﬂexibility,
the overall computational time can be reduced.
The goal of this work is to answer the following natural question: what is the fundamental tradeoff between the
number of zeros in F , that we call the sparsity1 of F , and
the ﬂexibility parameter k? In order to answer this question,
we ﬁrst introduce the matrix sparsiﬁcation problem, which
captures the essence of this tradeoff.
Our main ﬁndings on the matrix sparsiﬁcation problem can
be summarized as follows.
•

•

•

(An MDS code is ﬁxed, k ≥ m) We ﬁrst show that the
tradeoff achieved by the Short-Dot scheme is optimal
when the MDS code matrix is ﬁxed. That is, the optimal
sparsity is n(k − m) where n is the number of rows in
A.
(An MDS code can be designed, k = m) We also
characterize the fundamental tradeoff when k is ﬁxed
as m, and the only design parameter is the MDS code
matrix. More speciﬁcally, we show that the optimal
sparsity is (k − 1)p.
(An MDS code can be designed, k > m) We propose
a new matrix sparsiﬁcation algorithm that can achieve
a strictly better tradeoff under this general setup: our
scheme can achieve the additional sparsity. Further, we
provide an outer bound on the tradeoff.

1 In this work, we deﬁne the sparsity of a matrix as the number of zeros
in the matrix. Note the difference in the deﬁnitions of the sparsity between
our work and [8].

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the related
works on coded computation. Coded computation is a scheme
that employs coding-theoretic ideas for encoding input data
and/or output results and running distributed algorithms with
those encoded input and output data [6]. The goal is to improve various performances of distributed algorithms such as
average/tail computation latency in the presence of stragglers
[6], [8], the probability of successful task completion under
a deadline [9], approximation quality under a deadline [10],
[11], communication overheads required for exchanging computation results [12], [13], security [14], optimization performance in the presence of data loss [15], etc.
Lee et al. propose a simple coded computation scheme
based on MDS codes [6]. They also show via real-world
experiments that the coded computation can signiﬁcantly
speed up certain computation tasks in practice. Dutta et al.
show that by considering a more general encoding process,
one may further speed up distributed computations.
The authors of [9] show that coded computation schemes
can also signiﬁcantly improve the probability of meeting
computation deadline compared with uncoded computation
schemes. In [10], [11], the authors show that the coded
computation scheme can achieve a superior approximation
quality at any time compared to the other schemes.
Another interesting metric is the communication cost between the distributed processors. Tandon et al. [12] propose a
coded computation scheme for distributedly computing gradient descents. The authors of [13] propose a coded computation
scheme that can achieve a signiﬁcant speedup when a general
function is computed with multicore setups.
B. Notations
Let [n] denote the integer set {1, 2, · · · , n} and [n1 : n2 ]
denote [n2 ]\[n1 −1]. For a set A and k ≤ |A|, we deﬁne A
k to
be all possible size-k subsets of A, i.e., {X ⊆ A : |X| = k}.
For two matrices A1 and A2 , [A1 A2 ] indicates the concatenation of A1 and A2 .
We say that a matrix B ∈ Rk×p satisﬁes the MaximumDistance Separable (MDS) property, or B is an MDS
code/matrix if any k columns of B are linearly independent.
II. T HE M ATRIX S PARSIFICATION P ROBLEM
We begin with providing a formal deﬁnition of the matrix
sparsiﬁcation problem.
A. Problem Formulation
A matrix sparsiﬁcation algorithm encodes an input matrix
A ∈ Rn×m into a coded matrix F ∈ Rn×p such that for some
ﬁxed k, m ≤ k ≤ p, any k columns of F span all the columns
of A. Here, k denotes the resilience parameter to stragglers.
More details are provided in Sec. II-B.
In this work, we focus on the following two-step encoding
algorithm, inspired by the formulation of [8]. The ﬁrst step
of the two-step encoding algorithm appends k − m dummy
columns to A. Then, in the second step of the algorithm,
it right-multiplies an MDS matrix B to Ã = [A Ā]. More
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Short-Dot [8]

This work

P1
(Fixed B)
(Sec. III-B)
P2
(No dummy columns)
(Sec. III-C)

Achievable schemes
s = n(k − m) for P1

Upper bounds
 p 
for P3
s ≤ n(k − m) + m2 k−m+1

N/A

s ≤ n(k − m)

s = (k − 1)p

s ≤ (k − 1)p

If k ≥
P3
(Full ﬂexibility)
(Sec. III-D)

(n+p)2
(n+p)2 −n2 m,

s ≈ n(k − m) + p
If k
s≈

√

k−

(n+p)2
< (n+p)
2 −n2 m,
nkp
n+p .

√

k−m

2
.

s ≤ n(k − m) + kp

TABLE I: Summary of our main results and the results in [8].

Fig. 3: The block diagram of the two-step encoding process. It ﬁrst appends (k−m) dummy columns to A, and right-multiplies
the MDS matrix B to construct F .
formally, the two-step encoding algorithm of our interest can
be described as
F = [ A Ā ]B ∈ Rn×p ,
where Ā ∈ Rn×(k−m) is a matrix consisting of k − m dummy
columns, and B ∈ Rk×p is an MDS matrix. See Fig. 3 for
the two-step encoding process.
The goal of the matrix sparsiﬁcation problem is to maximize the sparsity of F by judiciously designing Ā and B,
where the sparsity is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. Sparsity s(F ) of a real matrix F is deﬁned as
the number of zero entries in F .
An encoding scheme can be fully characterized by specifying the pair of Ā(A) and B(A) (or simply Ā and B). If
an encoding scheme φ can achieve s(F ) ≥ θ for almost all
matrices A, we say that the encoding scheme achieves the
sparsity of θ, i.e., s(φ) = θ. And we say that s is an optimal
sparsity if s = maxφ s(φ), i.e., s is the maximum sparsity
among all encoding schemes.
In this paper, we will simply use s instead of s(F ) if F is
clear in the context. Further, let Ai , Āi , Ãi denote the i-th row
of A, Ā, Ã, respectively. Let Bj denote the j-th column of B.
For J ∈ [p], BJ denotes the k × |J| sub-matrix of B ∈ Rk×p
by taking columns {Bj }j∈J of B.
Depending on the assumptions on Ā and B, one can
consider the following three variations of the general matrix
sparsiﬁcation problem.
• (Problem 1: Fixed B [8]) What is the optimal design of
dummy columns Ā when a ﬁxed MDS code B is given?

(Problem 2: No dummy columns [6]) What is the optimal
choice of the MDS code B when Ā = ∅?
• (Problem 3: Full ﬂexibility) What is the optimal design
of dummy columns Ā and MDS code B?
Note that Problem 1 where the MDS code B is assumed to
be ﬁxed, the general matrix sparsiﬁcation problem reduces to
the problem formulation in [8]. Further, Problem 2 is another
extreme instance where no additional dummy columns are
appended, and only B is used, i.e., k = m and Ā = ∅.
The scheme proposed in [6] can be viewed as an achievable
scheme for this regime. Finally, Problem 3 is the most general
case where there are no restrictions on both Ā and B, and one
has full ﬂexibility in designing them.
•

B. Connection to Coded Matrix Multiplication
In this section, we brieﬂy explain the connection between
the matrix sparsiﬁcation problem and coded matrix multiplication schemes. Consider the task of distributedly computing
the product of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n and a vector x ∈ Rn×1
using p processors. For simplicity, assume that the number of
processors p is no less than m, i.e., p ≥ m.
Assume that there exists a matrix F ∈ Rn×p of sparsity s
such that any k columns of F can recover any columns of
A, where m ≤ k ≤ p. Then, denoting the i-th column of F
by Fi , it is clear that the task results {Fi x}’s from any k
processors sufﬁce to recover {Ai x}, and hence A x.
Note that the amount of computation per processor decreases if the sparsity s increases. On the other hand, due
to the fundamental tradeoff, one must wait for an increased
number of processors’ results compared to the original coded
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matrix multiplication scheme, i.e., k > m. Hence, it is not
clear how one should pick an operation point to optimize a
certain metric of interest. The authors of [8] show that under
some experimental circumstances, the Short-Dot scheme can
further speed up the distributed matrix-vector multiplication
by striking a critical balance between the sparsity and the ﬂexibility of the code. In Sec. IV, we will revisit this connection
and show how our results on the matrix sparsiﬁcation problem
can be applied to the coded computation problem.
C. Overview of the Existing Results
We now review the existing results on the matrix sparsiﬁcation problem.
Lee et al. [6] propose the following algorithm for distributed
matrix multiplication, called coded matrix-vector multiplication. Given a matrix A, they ﬁrst construct the coded matrix
F = AB where B is an MDS matrix. Then, they assign
the task of computing Fi x to the i-th processor. Due to the
property of MDS matrices, this algorithm can successfully
compute the matrix-vector product A x as soon as any m
processors ﬁnish their computations.
We illustrate this approach via the following example. Consider the distributed computing system with p = 3 processors.
Given a matrix A ∈ Rn×2 and an MDS matrix


1 0 1
B=
,
0 1 1
we ﬁrst obtain the following encoded matrix:


 1 0 1

F =AB = A1 A2
0 1 1


= A1 A2 A1 + A2


= F 1 F2 F3 .

process as an inference problem as follows. We ﬁrst view the
input matrix A as a message and F as an encoded symbol.
Recall that the matrix F has to satisfy the condition that
any k columns of it has to span all the columns of A.
This requirement can be viewed as the successful decoding
condition. More precisely, consider an erasure channel that
erases p − k columns of F and outputs the remaining k
columns as F̂ ∈ Rn×k . Upon receiving F̂ , the decoder
recovers Â ∈ Rn×k . We say that the message matrix A is
successfully recovered if Â = A. In Fig. 4, we provide a
block diagram of the inference problem, which is equivalent
to the matrix sparsiﬁcation.
Leveraging this interpretation, we obtain achievable
schemes and lower bounds for different instances of the matrix
sparsiﬁcation problem. Our ﬁndings can be summarized as
follows.
• (Problem 1: Fixed B [8]) We show that the Short-Dot
scheme indeed achieves the optimal sparsity when the
MDS matrix B is ﬁxed. That is, s = n(k − m).
• (Problem 2: No dummy columns [6]) We show that even
without adding any dummy columns to A, it is possible to
achieve s = (k−1)p. Further, we show that the optimality
of our scheme, i.e., s = (k − 1)p.
• (Problem 3: Full ﬂexibility) We ﬁrst propose an achievable scheme that jointly designs both Ā and B to
achieve a strictly larger sparsity than those of the existing
schemes. Moreover, we provide an upper bound on the
optimal sparsity.
We also summarize our ﬁndings in Table I.
B. Problem 1: Fixed B

It is clear that one can always recover A from any k = 2
of Fi ’s.
 can recover A from F2 and F3 since
 For instance, we
A = (F3 − F2 ) F2 . Thus, one can successfully compute
A x from the outputs of the two fast processors, ignoring the
slowest one. In general, this algorithm is able to compute A x
from the k = m fastest processors, ignoring the p−k = p−m
slowest processors.
While the goal of [6] is not maximizing the sparsity of F ,
one can still view their scheme as an achievable scheme for the
matrix sparsiﬁcation problem. More precisely, their scheme
can be interpreted as an achievable scheme for Problem 2
with s = 0 since they do not append any additional columns
to A.
Improving upon this basic coded computation strategy,
Dutta et al. [8] propose a new technique called Short-Dot. The
Short-Dot scheme ﬁrst ﬁxes B as an arbitrary MDS matrix,
and then carefully designs the dummy columns Ā. The authors
show that the dummy columns Ā can be chosen such that the
. That is, the
sparsity of each column Fi is at least n(k−m)
p
Short-Dot scheme achieves s = n(k − m).

In this subsection, we characterize the optimal sparsity of
F when we design Ā with ﬁxed MDS matrix B. That is, we
only consider the ﬁrst step of the two-step encoding process.
The following theorem characterizes the fundamental limit on
sparsity of F .
Theorem 1. Fix an MDS matrix B. For any coding scheme
Ā, minA s(F ) ≤ n(k − m).
Proof. As mentioned in Sec. III-A, we view the computation
process as an inference problem, considering A as a message.
For simplicity, assume that the entries of A are in the ﬁnite
ﬁeld of size q.2 We can easily check that Ã–F –F̂ –Ãˆ forms a
Markov chain. Then,
nm log2 q = H(A) ≤ H(Ã)
ˆ + I(Ã; Ã)
ˆ
= H(Ã|Ã)
(1)

ˆ + I(F ; F̂ )
≤ H(Ã|Ã)
ˆ + H(F ) − H(F |F̂ )
= H(Ã|Ã)

(2)

≤ H(F )

(3)

III. M AIN R ESULTS

≤ (nk − min s(F )) log2 q,
A

A. Our Approach
We now describe our approach to the matrix sparsiﬁcation
problem. The key idea is to view the matrix sparsiﬁcation

2 The proof can be immediately generalized to the case of real numbers
using either differential entropy or linear algebra.
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Fig. 4: The matrix sparsiﬁcation problem viewed as an inference problem. By viewing A as a message and stragglers as
erasures, we can view the matrix sparsiﬁcation problem as an inference problem (a channel coding problem).
which gives the upper bound on minA s(F ). Here, (1) holds
ˆ = 0,
by the data processing inequality, (2) holds from H(Ã|Ã)
i.e., Fano’s inequality with successful recovery. Note that
every row of F is a linear combination of k rows of B.
Thus, the entropy of each row of F is at most k log2 q.
Considering the minimum sparsity of F , we have H(F ) ≤
(nk − minA s(F )) log2 q, hence inequality (3) holds.

to at most k − 1 rows of A. Thus, any column of F cannot
have more than k − 1 zeros, meaning that s = (k − 1)p is the
optimal sparsity.

Remark that Short-Dot [8] achieves s = n(k − m). Thm. 1
gives the converse proof and thus implies that the Short-Dot
scheme is optimal in the matrix sparsiﬁcation problem when
MDS matrix is ﬁxed.

We now propose a new scheme that uses both coding
stages, i.e., designs both Ā and B. Our scheme, explained
in Algorithm 1, randomly designs some part of Ā, designs
MDS code B as a function of A and the designed part of Ā,
and then designs the rest of Ā as in Short-Dot [8]. Our scheme
is illustrated in Fig. 5, and the sparsity pattern is illustrated
in Fig. 6.

Lett ≤ m be
 a constant, which will be ﬁxed later. Let p :=
p
n
min k−t , t
denote the maximum number of t × (k − t)
blocks we can choose in F diagonally.

C. Problem 2: No Dummy Columns
In this subsection, we characterize the optimal sparsity
of matrix sparsiﬁcation problem when there are no dummy
columns, i.e., k = m.
Deﬁnition 2. A matrix A ∈ Rn×k satisﬁes Condition 1 if
there does not exist a nonzero vector v ∈ Rk and I ∈ [p]
k
such that v ∈ Vi = span{Ai , · · · , Ai+k−2 } for all i ∈ I.
Clearly, Condition 1 is not satisﬁed only within a measure
0 set, i.e., almost all A satisﬁes Condition 1. We now present
our main theorem for Problem 2.
Theorem 2. Suppose n ≥ p. For all matrices A satisfying
Condition 1, we can design an MDS matrix B such that s ≥
(k − 1)p. If every set of k rows of A are linearly independent,
this sparsity is optimal.
Proof. We ﬁrst show the achievability. For i ∈ [p], Let Bi be
a vector orthogonal to Ai , · · · , Ai+k−2 (Al = Al−n if l > n).
Since Bi is orthogonal to at least k−1 rows of A, s = (k−1)p
is achievable.
Now we show that B satisﬁes the MDS property for
almost all A. Note that Bi is unique up to constant multiplication if Ai , · · · , Ai+k−2 are linearly independent. Let
Vi = span{Ai , · · · , Ai+k−2 }. Then, Bi ∈ Vi⊥ , the nullspace
of Vi .
Suppose that there exist linearly
[p]dependent k columns
of
B,
where
I
∈
{Bi }i∈I
k . This implies that


⊥
V
<
k.
Here,
the
sum of linear vector
dim
i∈I i
spaces W1 + W2 is deﬁned to be {w : w = a1 w1 +
a2 w2 for some a1 , a2 ∈ R, w1 ∈ W1 , w2 ∈ W2 }.
By an analog
of De Morgan’s law for linear spaces, we

⊥
< k, i.e., dim i∈I Vi ≥ 1. This
have dim i∈I Vi
implies that there exists a nonzero vector v ∈ Rk such that
v ∈ Vi = span{Ai , · · · , Ai+k−2 } for all i ∈ I. Therefore, by
contrapositive proposition, we can design an MDS matrix B
with s ≥ (k − 1)p since A satisﬁes Condition 1.
We now prove the converse statement. If every set of k rows
of A are linearly independent, each column of B is orthogonal

That is, the optimal sparsity for the matrix sparsiﬁcation
problem with no dummy columns equals to (k − 1)p.
D. Problem 3: Full Flexibility

Deﬁnition 3. Fix an integer t, 0 < t ≤ m. Let Vi :=
span(A(i−1)t+1 , · · · , Ait ). A matrix A ∈ Rn×m satisﬁes
Condition 2 if
it satisﬁes one of the following conditions for
 [p ] 
any I ∈
:
k
k−t

1) rank(A[(i−1)t+1,it] ) > t − (k − m − 1) for all i ∈ I, or
2) rank(A[(i−1)t+1,it] ) > t − (k − m) for all i ∈ I and there
is no nonzero v ∈ Rk−m such that v ∈ i∈I Vi .
It is straightforward to show that Condition 2 is satisﬁed
if {Ai }i∈[(j−1)t+1,jt] is independent for all j ∈ [p ], which is
not satisﬁed only within a measure 0 set. Hence, Condition
2 holds for almost all matrices A. We now characterize the
achievable sparsity of our scheme.
Theorem 3. Fix an integer t, 0 < t ≤ m. For all matrices A
satisfying Condition 2, we can design Ā and B such that


p n
,
.
s ≥ n(k − m) + t(m − t) min
k−t t
Proof. First, we randomly choose Ā1 , · · · , Ātp with i.i.d.
Gaussian entries. Next, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ p , we choose
{B(j−1)(k−t)+1 , · · · , Bj(k−t) } to be a random basis of
null(Ã(j−i)t+1 , · · · , Ãjt ). By the argument in Appendix A,
we can design B satisfying the MDS property.
With B designed above, Fi = Ãi B, the i-th row of F ,
contains at least (k − t) zeros for 1 ≤ i ≤ tp since
  Ãi
is orthogonal to {Bi }[i (k−t)+1,i (k−t)] where i = ti . For
the remaining entries of Ã, we follow Short-Dot [8], which
guarantees at least k − m zeros for each row of F .
As a result, the ﬁrst tp rows of F have at least k − t zeros
and the remaining rows have at least k − m zeros, which
means that s ≥ n(k − m) + t(m − t)p .
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Fig. 5: Illustration of our achievable scheme in Sec. III-D. The ﬁrst row illustrates our achievable scheme. It ﬁrst chooses t
rows of Ā at random and design ﬁrst k − t columns of B to be null vectors of Ã[t] . We repeat this procedure until we choose
all Ā or all B. Remaining Ā is designed by the Short-Dot scheme.
Algorithm 1 Our Scheme
Given: A, k, Ā1 , · · · , Ātp
1: for j = 1 to p do
2:
B(j−1)(k−t)+1 , · · · , Bj(k−t) ←
3:
null(Ã(j−1)t+1 , · · · , Ãjt )
4: end for
for j = tp + 1 to n do
U ← {(j − 1), · · · , (j + k − m − 1)} mod p
BU ← Columns of B indexed by U
Āj ← −Aj BU1:m (BUm+1:k )−1
9: end for
5:
6:
7:
8:

Now it remains to ﬁnd
value of the function

 the maximum
p
, nt . Let g(t) := pt(m−t)
and
f (t) = t(m − t) min k−t
k−t
h(t) := n(m − t). Since g(t) ≤ h(t) if and only if pt ≤
nk
n(k−t), i.e., t ≤ t1 := n+p
, we get f (t) ≈ min(g(t), h(t)) =
g(t)1{t ≤ t1 } + h(t)1{t > t1 }.
One can√show that g(t) attains its maximum when t =
t2 := k − k 2 − km < m, and h(t) is a decreasing function
with respect to t. So if t1 ≥ t2 , f (t) has a maximum value
g(t2 ) when t = t2 . If t1 ≤ t2 , f (t) has a maximum value
h(t1 ) when t = t1 .
From the previous observations, f attains its
√ maximum
pk
, k− k 2 − km).
value when t∗ ≈ min(t1 , t2 ) = min(k− n+p
Since t1 ≥ t2 if and only if

k 2 − km ≥

(n + p)2
pk
⇐⇒ k ≥
m,
n+p
(n + p)2 − n2

we get the following theorem:

Fig. 6: Comparison of the sparsity patterns of F between
Short-Dot [8] and our new scheme, proposed in Sec. III-D.
Observe the additional zeros in the ﬁrst tp rows.
Theorem 4. For all matrices A satisfying Condition 2, we
can design Ã, B such that
⎧
√
2
√
⎨
(n+p)2
n(k − m) + p
k − k − m , if k ≤ (n+p)
2 −n2 m,
s≈
nkp
⎩
,
otherwise.
n+p

In the argument above, we use the approximation symbol
‘≈’ since we do not take the integer effect from the ﬂoor function into account, which is negligible unless the parameters
are very small integers.
Comparing with Short-Dot [8], our scheme achives extra
√
√
(n+p)2
p( k − k − m)2 sparsity in F when k ≤ (n+p)
2 −n2 m, and
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n
n
n+p (nm + mp − nk) otherwise. Note that n+p (nm + mp −
nk) = h(t1 ) > h(t2 ) > h(m) = 0 when t1 < t2 since h is a

4

decreasing function.
While our new achievable scheme strictly improves the
sparsity achieved by Short-Dot scheme, we acknowledge that
the improvement is marginal when n  p. This is because
the extra sparsity obtained in Thm. 4 compared to Short-Dot
does not scale with n.
We next give an upper bound on the optimal sparsity.

4

Repetition
Uncoded
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Our Scheme
Upper Bound
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3
2.5
2

Theorem 5. For any coding scheme (Ā, B), minA s(F ) ≤
n(k − m) + kp.

1.5

Proof. For simplicity, assume that the entries of A are in the
ﬁnite ﬁeld of size q.3
For given B, we can easily check that Ã–F –F̂ –Ãˆ forms a
Markov chain. Then,
nm log2 q = H(A) = H(A, Ā, B) − H(Ā, B|A)
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Fig. 7: Comparison of expected computational times. In the
ﬁrst ﬁgure, we compare the expected computational times of
the existing computation schemes and our new scheme. In the
second ﬁgure, we compare the computational time obtained
by the upper bound of optimal sparsity with our scheme. (μ =
5, p = 1000, n = 15000)

= H(Ã, B) − H(Ā, B|A)
≤ H(B) + H(Ã|B)
ˆ B) + I(Ã; Ã|B)
ˆ
= H(B) + H(Ã|Ã,
(1)

ˆ B) + I(F ; F̂ |B)
≤ H(B) + H(Ã|Ã,
ˆ B) + H(F |B)
= H(B) + H(Ã|Ã,

computing a dot product of length n is given by the cumulative
distribution function

− H(F |F̂ , B)
(2)

≤ kp log2 q + H(F |B)

t

P (Tn ≤ t) = (1 − e−μ( n −1) )1{t ≥ n}.

(3)

≤ (kp + nk − min s(F )) log2 q,
A

which gives the upper bound on minA s(F ). Here, (1) holds
by the data processing inequality, (2) holds from inequalities
ˆ B) = 0
that H(B) ≤ |B| log2 q = kp log2 q, H(Ã|Ã,
by Fano’s inequality with successful recovery. When B is
given, every row of F is a linear combination of k rows
of B. Thus, the entropy of each row of F is at most
k log2 q. Considering the minimum sparsity of F , we have
H(F |B) ≤ (nk − minA s(F )) log2 q which implies (3).
This bound exactly coincides with the number of free
variables, i.e., |Ā| + |B|. The authors in [8] give an upper
bound of sparsity by showing
 p that
 there exists a matrix A
under general construction
with s ≤ n(k − m) + m2 k−m+1
of encoded matrix F . Thm. 5 gives a new tighter upper bound.
We remark that our upper bound is close to the achievable
sparsity of our scheme when m is close to p. However, the gap
between the upper bound and the achievable sparsity increases
as m becomes smaller. See Fig. 7 for a numerical comparison.
IV. L ATENCY A NALYSIS
In this section, we compare the expected computation time
of our algorithm to those of the existing algorithms. Based on
the model proposed in [6], we assume that the time Tn for
3 The proof can be immediately generalized to the case of real numbers
using either differential entropy or linear algebra.

Here, μ is the “straggling parameter”, which determines the
size of tail in the model. Intuitively, the computation time is
proportional to n, and it takes at least n unit times to ﬁnish
the task. The distribution of unpredictable latency is described
as an exponential tail with parameter μ.
With sparsity s, the average length of the dot product each
worker computes is equal to n− ps . Then, the overall expected
computation time is given by the k-th order statistic of Tn− ps .
The authors of [6] prove that the
of
 the k-th order
 expectation
p
log( p−k
)
statistic of Tn is given by n 1 +
. We optimize
μ
the expected computation time by choosing an appropriate
resilience parameter k, which is equal to:



p
log( p−k
)
s
E(T ) = min n −
1+
,
m≤k<p
p
μ
where s in our scheme is obtained by Thm. 4.
Based on this model, we compare the expected computational times of our algorithm with those of the existing algorithms. Fig. 7 shows that as m gets closer to p, the expected
computational time approaches the fundamental limit, and the
gap compared with previous works increases.
V. D ISCUSSION : D ECODING OVERHEAD
In the previous approaches [6], [8], the authors make use of
the MDS codes for which efﬁcient decoding algorithms are
known. For instance, by applying an efﬁcient algorithm for
polynomial interpolation or Reed-Solomon decoding, one can
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show that the decoding time complexity of their algorithms is
O(nk log2 k log log k).
On the other hand, our achievable scheme designs the MDS
matrix as a function of the given matrix A, and hence it
is not guaranteed to have an efﬁcient decoding algorithm.
That is, one has to invert the MDS matrix B and decode the
computation results via a matrix-matrix multiplication, i.e.,
the decoding complexity is O(nk 2 + k 3 ). Therefore, when
the decoding overhead is considered, it is not clear which
scheme will be the fastest one in practice. The study of the
fundamental tradeoff between the sparsity of F , the ﬂexibility
of the code k, and the decoding overhead is an interesting open
direction. For instance, a new latency model proposed in a
recent work [16], which can capture the decoding complexity,
might be useful to study this tradeoff.
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A PPENDIX
A. Independency Condition in Thm. 3

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we study the matrix sparsiﬁcation problem
with three variations: ﬁxed MDS code, no dummy columns,
and with full ﬂexibility. When the MDS code is ﬁxed, we
prove that Short-Dot [8] is an optimal scheme by showing the
converse proof. When there are no dummy columns, we ﬁnd
an achievable scheme and show that it achieves the optimal
sparsity. With full ﬂexibility, we propose a new scheme that
achieves a larger sparsity by jointly designing both Ā and B.
Also, we provide a new upper bound of the optimal sparsity.
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Given A1 , · · · , Atp ∈ Rm , we construct Ã1 , · · · , Ãtp ∈
R by appending (k − m) iid Gaussian entries for each
Ai ’s. Let Ṽj := span(Ã(j−1)t+1 , · · · , Ãjt ), (t < m) and
let B(j−1)(k−t)+1 , · · · , Bj(k−t) ∈ Rk be a random basis of
null(Ṽj ) = Ṽj⊥ . We can choose random basis by multiplying
random matrix to a ﬁxed basis of nullspace.
Suppose that for any random choice of B, we can ﬁnd k linearly dependent column vectors of B. This
impliesthat there
⊥
exists I such that (k−t)|I| ≥ k and dim
< k. By
i∈I Ṽi

an analog of De Morgan’s law for linear spaces, i∈I Ṽi⊥ =
⊥



≥ 1.
.
From
this
equality,
we
have
dim
Ṽ
Ṽ
i
i
i∈I
i∈I
Let Vj := span(A(j−1)t+1 , · · · , Ajt ). For randomly chosen
Ā, the inequality always holds only if for any i ∈ I, Ṽi
k−m
contains {[v v2 ] ∈ Rk : v2 ∈ R
} for some v ∈ Rm .

Therefore, if dim
i∈I Ṽi ≥ 1, {Vi } satisﬁes either
k

1) t − dim Vi ≥ k − m − 1 and v ∈ Vi for all i ∈ I, for
some nonzero v ∈ Rm ,
2) t − dim Vi ≥ k − m. (case when v = 0) for all i ∈ I.
Here, t − dim Vi is equal to the number of rows of the form
[0m v2 ] in the reduced row echelon form of Ã[(i−1)p +1,ip ] .
If Vi ’s have a common vector v, we only need k − m − 1 of
the form [0m v2 ] to span {[v v2 ] ∈ Rk : v2 ∈ Rk−m }. Else,
we need k − m rows of such form.
Note that dim Vi = rank(A[(i−1)t+1,it] ). Hence, by contrapositive proposition, B satisﬁes the MDS property if A
satisﬁes Condition 2. For example, if we can ﬁnd p subsets
of size t in the rows of A such that each subset has rank at
least t − k + m + 2, we can ﬁnd an MDS code B with sparsity
in Thm. 4.
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